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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Examining fast and slow effects for alcohol and negative emotion in problem and social drinkers

Simon Paul Clarke¹, Dinkar Sharma², and Daniel Salter¹

¹Salomons Centre for Applied Psychology, Canterbury Christ Church University, Canterbury, UK and ²School of Psychology, University of Kent, Keynes College, Canterbury, UK

Abstract

Attentional bias (AB) for alcohol-related stimuli has been consistently demonstrated in social and problem drinkers. The aims of this study were to: investigate whether AB for alcohol-related stimuli could be described as a slow effect as well as a fast effect; how these effects relate to drinking behaviour; and the influence of the experimental procedure on priming effects. Two experiments were designed. In experiment 1, problem drinkers in treatment at a community alcohol service (N = 62) and a group of social drinking controls (N = 60) were assessed using the modified Stroop task with alcohol, negative emotion and neutral words. Drinking patterns were also recorded on the Khavari Alcohol Test. In experiment 2, social drinking controls (N = 40) completed the same procedure but were blinded to the study’s aims. In experiment 1, both groups demonstrated slower response times to alcohol-related than neutral stimuli in both fast and slow processes. Difference scores for alcohol compared to neutral words in the slow process were positively correlated with increases in drinking levels for both groups. In experiment 2, AB to alcohol-related stimuli disappeared when participants were unprimed. The findings highlight the importance of investigating the role of fast and slow processes in continued and problem drinking, alongside priming effects from the experimental procedure.

Introduction

People who are addicted to alcohol show an attentional bias (AB) for alcohol-related cues in the environment (Albery, Sharma, Niyazi, & Moss, 2006). This bias can be non-conscious (Stormark, Laberg, Nordby, & Hugdahl, 2000) and triggered by salient cues in the environment that are semantically related to the addictive substance (Cox, Yeates, & Regan, 1999). Once triggered, this bias can produce emotional reactions such as anxiety, depression and anger (Forestell, Dickter, & Young, 2012). Alcohol-related biases can also impact the individual’s decision to engage in addictive behaviour (Cox, Hogan, Kristian, & Race, 2002).

The addiction stroop task

Alongside the dot-probe task, the emotional Stroop task is one of the most widely used measures of alcohol-related AB (Field & Cox, 2008). The emotional Stroop is an adaptation of the classic Stroop paradigm (Stroop, 1935) whereby participants have to name the colour of the neutral or emotion-related word, whilst ignoring its meaning. Typically, people with concerns related to the emotionally relevant stimuli have slower response times (RTs) in naming the colour of these words compared to the neutral stimuli (Williams, Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996). Within the field of addiction research, this effect has been demonstrated with a number of addictive behaviours, including smoking (Cane, Sharma, & Albery, 2009; Waters, Shiffman, et al., 2003), gambling (Boyer & Dickerson, 2003; McCusker & Gettings, 1997) and alcohol misuse (Lusher, Chandler, & Ball, 2004; Sharma, Albery, & Cook, 2001), as well as illicit drugs such as marijuana (Cane et al., 2009; Sharma & Money, 2010), cocaine (Carpenter, Schreiber, Church, & McDowell, 2006; Sharma & Money, 2009) and heroin (Carpenter et al., 2006; Waters, Sayette, Franken, & Schwartz, 2005). This study is concerned with AB and alcohol addiction on an alcohol Stroop test.

AB and alcohol use

The link between AB and alcohol misuse is a fairly robust finding (Field & Cox, 2008). Alcohol abusers typically show a greater AB for alcohol-related stimuli than non-abusers (Fadardi & Cox, 2006; Johnsen, Laberg, Cox, Vaksdal, & Hugdahl, 1994; Jones, Bruce, Livingstone, & Reed, 2006; Lusher et al., 2004; Sharma et al., 2001), although some studies have observed no between-group differences with alcoholics and low-drinking controls in their RTs to alcohol-related stimuli (Bauer & Cox, 1998; Duka, Townshend, Collier, & Stephens, 2002; Ryan, 2002; Stetter, Chaluppa,
Ackerman, & Straube, 1994). Quantity and frequency of alcohol use has also been found to correlate highly with the degree of alcohol AB observed in the alcohol Stroop task (Bruce & Jones, 2004; Cox et al., 1999; Ryan, 2002), and alcohol AB has also been found to predict relapse with alcoholics at three-month follow-up (Cox et al., 2002).

**Fast and slow processes**

Research using the addiction Stroop task has generally focussed on the time-delay in naming colour words at the time of stimulus presentation (Cox, Fadardi, & Pothos, 2006). Evidence now accumulating from addiction and emotional Stroop studies suggests that the interference observed from addiction and emotional stimuli occurs not only on the stimulus presentation itself, but can carry-over onto subsequent neutral trials that follow the target stimulus (Cane et al., 2009; McKenna & Sharma, 2004; Phaf & Kan, 2007; Waters et al., 2005). As an example, McKenna and Sharma (2004) presented negative emotion and neutral words in a blocked format that allowed them to track the course of the interference. Contrary to what was previously thought, the interference was not observed on the target stimulus (either neutral or negative emotional stimuli) but on succeeding, neutral, words. McKenna and Sharma (2004) thus distinguished between fast cognitive processes from slow cognitive processes. Waters, Sayette, and Wertz (2003) demonstrated the existence of the slow process for addiction-related stimuli in both smokers and heroin addicts, whilst Cane et al. (2009) found that slow effects to addiction-related stimuli were present in smokers attempting to quit and marijuana smokers. So far, no study has examined both the fast and slow processes with alcohol users.

**AB and negative emotion**

Participants are consistently slower to process negative emotion-related words compared with neutral words on a modified emotional Stroop task (Phaf & Kan, 2007). This result, named the emotional Stroop effect, is more pronounced in participants suffering with emotional disorders such as depression, generalised anxiety, phobia and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (Williams et al., 1996). Negative emotion-related stimuli have often been used alongside alcohol stimuli with studies using the modified Stroop, with mixed results. Stormark et al. (2000) found that alcoholics were slower to respond to negative words compared with social drinking controls, but both Duka et al. (2002) and Bauer and Cox (1998) found no differences between alcoholic and control participants’ RTs to both positive and negative words. Based on these results, the exact relationship between AB and negative emotion remain ambiguous. For example, it is not clear whether substance-addicted participants are slower to process all emotionally related stimuli (including stimuli related to their addiction), in which case they would be equally slow to process addiction-related and negative emotion stimuli compared with non-addicted participants, or whether there are significant differences in how they process negative emotion stimuli compared to addiction-related stimuli. One explanation of these differences is that different semantic networks relating to alcohol and negative emotion are activated at different times in the course of the interference. In one unpublished study cited in Albery et al. (2006), for example, researchers tested fast/slow alcohol processes using the Stroop test with 45 drinkers. Following completion of the test, participants were asked to rate the words used in the test for their relatedness to alcohol and negative emotion. Regression analysis was then used to determine whether the interference in fast/slow processes was determined by alcohol or negative emotion. They found that alcohol ratings predicted interference in the fast process, whereas negative emotion predicted interference in the slow process. These results indicate that a semantic network related to alcohol is activated in the fast process, whilst a semantic network relating to negative emotion is also activated in the slow process. However, fast/slow processes relating to negative emotion have yet to be tested with problem drinkers.

**Aims of the study**

This study investigated whether problem drinkers in treatment (PDT) demonstrated an alcohol-related AB towards alcohol stimuli in the fast and slow processes. The relationship between AB in the fast/slow process to alcohol stimuli, negative emotion stimuli and drinking behaviour was also examined. The central prediction was that PDT would have slower RTs to alcohol-related words than neutral words compared with a low-drinking control group in both fast and slow processes. This would indicate an AB to alcohol-related stimuli (the alcohol Stroop effect) in the PDT group. Following other research (Cane et al., 2009; Sharma & Money, 2010; Waters, Shiffman, et al., 2003), it was anticipated that this effect would be greater on subsequent, neutral trials (i.e. the slow effect). From previous research, it was also expected that the size of the alcohol Stroop effect would be positively correlated with self-reported drinking levels (i.e. the effect increases according to average amount of alcohol consumed). Finally, following the study cited in Albery et al. (2006), it was also predicted that a bias towards negative emotion would be evident in the slow process for PDT participants, but this effect would be absent in control participants.

**Experiment 1**

**Methods**

**Participants**

A sample of 62 problem drinkers receiving treatment (PDT) for their alcohol misuse was recruited from a community NHS alcohol service. All participants in the service had an ICD-10 diagnosis of alcohol dependence. The service was not abstinence-based and offered a range of psychological, pharmaceutical and social treatments. The inclusion criterion was that the service users were currently attending treatment at the service for their alcohol misuse. A control group sample of 60 participants was also recruited from staff at a local NHS hospital, students from a large university and from other sources. Exclusion criteria for all participants included colour-blindness, illiteracy, brain-injury or learning disability. Clinicians in the service first evaluated whether participants met the inclusion criteria before referring them into the study. All participants were paid £10 for taking part.
Table 1. Participant demographic characteristics and alcohol consumption by group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PDT (N = 62)</th>
<th>Control (N = 60)</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age in months (SD)</td>
<td>45.55 (9.04)</td>
<td>43.2 (14.05)</td>
<td>0.276a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (% male)</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>0.365b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White British</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.701b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White other</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian British</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black British</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>completed (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No qualifications</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.000a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCSE</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Level</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption, Mean (SD)</td>
<td>66.5 (13.59)</td>
<td>12.62 (18.70)</td>
<td>0.000a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p Value from independent samples t-test comparing PDT and control groups.
*b Value from Pearson chi-square comparing PDT and control groups.

Participant demographic details for the clinical and control group are listed in Table 1. Differences between PDT and control participants were analysed using an independent samples t-test for age and a Pearson Chi-Square for gender, ethnicity and highest educational level completed. There were no significant differences between the two groups in terms of age (p = 0.276), gender (p = 0.365) or ethnicity (p = 0.701). However, the differences between the two groups in terms of educational level was significant (p ≤ 0.0001). Inspecting the table indicates that the control group attained higher educational attainment at A-Level, undergraduate and postgraduate levels than the PDT group.

The Khavari Alcohol Test (KAT) was used to record participants’ drinking patterns at time of testing. The KAT is a quantity-frequency alcohol use questionnaire that measures both usual and maximum frequency and volume intake alcohol in terms of alcohol intake for beer, wine and spirits to obtain an annual absolute alcohol intake (AAAI) summary index. The KAT has demonstrated reliability and validity (Khavari & Farber, 1978; Loethen & Khavari, 1990). For the participants’ average drinking levels to be analysed, the AAAI index from the KAT was converted to mean weekly units of alcohol (WUA) for each participant. The participants’ drinking levels are also recorded in Table 1. The clinical group on average consumed more alcohol (M = 66.5) than the control group (M = 12.62), and an independent samples t-test indicated this difference was significant (p = 0.000). Standard deviations for both clinical (SD = 103.59) and control groups (SD = 18.70) indicated a wide range of drinking levels between participants for both groups, but particularly for clinical participants.

Design

A 2 × 3 × 7 mixed factorial design was used, with group (PDT, controls) as the between-participant factor and word type (alcohol-related, negative emotion and neutral) and position of word (1–7) as the within-participant factors. The dependent variable was response latencies to identify the colour of alcohol-related, negative emotion and neutral words.

The addiction Stroop task was administered on a laptop. The Stroop program was written, run and reaction times (RT) logged using E-prime version 1.1 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). The Z, X, N and M keys on the keyboard were labelled with one of the four colours: RED, GREEN, BLUE or YELLOW. The alcohol words (hangover, alcohol, drunk, booze and pub) were selected on the basis of their relatedness to alcohol and were adapted from a previous study (Sharma et al., 2001). Negative emotion words (rejected, failure, cancer, abuse and sad) were selected on the basis of high negative valence ratings and if they matched the word frequency and word length of the alcohol words. The negative ratings were taken from the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) project (Bradley & Lang, 1999). Neutral words at position 1 (airplane, station, coach, ferry and bus) were chosen on the basis that they were transport-related, matched the word frequency and word length of the alcohol words and had no clear association with alcohol or negative emotion. All other neutral words at positions 2–7 were chosen if they matched the word frequency and length of the category words at position 1 and had no clear association with alcohol or negative emotion. Words were matched for length and word frequency using the English Lexicon Project website (Balota et al., 2007). The stimuli were 0.6 cm high, 2 cm wide and were presented in one of four colours (red, green, blue or yellow) on a black background.

For the Stroop task, stimuli were arranged in three category blocks: an alcohol-related block, a negative emotion block and a neutral block. The order of the blocks was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin-square design. Each block contained five sequences with each sequence containing a category specific word at position 1 (an alcohol word, a negative emotion word or a neutral word) followed by six neutral words (positions 2–7). The words in each sequence at position 1 remained at position 1 whenever the sequence was presented; however, words in positions 2–7 were counterbalanced using a Latin Square design. Each of the five sequences of seven trials was presented six times making 30 sets of sequences and 210 trials for each category block. All sequences were displayed randomly within each block. Each of the category blocks were counterbalanced across the participants using a Latin Square design.

Procedure

PDT participants were recruited from a provincial NHS Trust alcohol service. Testing took place in a variety of sites within the Trust. Control participants were recruited through staff at a local NHS hospital, with students at a large local university through the psychology department’s online university-wide research participation scheme and from other sources. Testing took place at a variety of locations including participant’s homes, NHS clinical sites and in psychology laboratories at the university. All participants were informed
that participation was voluntary and they were free to withdraw at any time; clinical participants were also informed that deciding not to participate would not affect their treatment.

Willing participants were then given instructions to the Stroop task. They were told they would have to respond to the colour of words shown on the screen whilst ignoring the words themselves. Participants were told to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible and not to correct errors. No feedback was given when an error was made. The task was completed in a darkened room in the absence of the experimenter.

Participants began with a practice session in order to be familiarised with the task. In total, 150 practice trials were administered using random letter strings of four letters (e.g. FXHP and HTGX) presented one after another in the centre of the computer screen. After this, participants completed the experimental session. In total, 210 trials were presented in each of the three category blocks consecutively, with a short break after each category block. On each trial, a word was presented at the centre of a computer screen and remained visible until a response was made. After a response was recorded, the next word was immediately displayed. This process was continued until all 210 trials for each category block were completed. Following the Stroop task, participants completed the KAT.

Results

Data were analysed from 121 participants in total (62 PDTs and 59 controls), as the data from one control participant had become corrupted and was unusable. Analysis of error rates indicated that these were generally low (less than 4%). Mean error rates were entered into a three-way ANOVA with Group (clinical and control) as the between-participants factor and Word Type (alcohol, negative emotion and neutral) and Position (1–7) as within-participants factors. The only significant effect was a main effect of Group ($F(1,119)=1.37, p=0.002$); control participants made significantly more errors ($M=0.025, SD=0.002$) than clinical participants ($M=0.015, SD=0.002$). The smaller number of errors for the clinical participants may implicate a more cautious strategy and may be due to the group differences in educational attainment (Table 1). The overall RTs for the PDT group seem higher than for the control group; however, this difference in RTs was not significant and thus precludes a trade-off between speed and accuracy.

Fast/slow alcohol and emotional Stroop effects by group

As in previous AB studies (Adams, Ataya, Attwood, & Munafo, 2012; Cane et al., 2009), in order to control for outliers, median correct RTs to naming the colour of alcohol, negative emotion and neutral words were entered into a $2 \times 5 \times 7$ ANOVA with Group (PDT and control) as the between-participants factor and Word Type (alcohol, negative emotion and neutral) and Position (1–7) as within-participants factors. The analysis showed significant main effects of Word ($F(2,119)=17.92, p<0.001$) and Position ($F(6,119)=13.22, p<0.001$), there was no main effect of group ($F(1,97)=0.182, p=0.670$). As expected, post-hoc $t$-tests with Bonferroni correction indicated that overall participants were significantly slower ($p<0.001$) to respond to alcohol words ($M=968.88\text{ ms}, SD=18.42$) compared with neutral words ($M=938.28\text{ ms}, SD=17.70$) and negative emotion words ($M=940.73\text{ ms}, SD=16.56$). There were no significant differences between participants’ responses to negative emotion and neutral words. This shows that overall there was an alcohol Stroop effect but not an emotional Stroop effect for negative emotion (Figures 1 and 2).

The main effects of Position and Word Type were qualified by a significant two-way interaction between Word Type × Position ($F(12,119)=4.25, p<0.001$). Further analysis of this interaction showed that there were significant simple main effects of Word Type at positions 1–4 and 6 (all $F$s > 4, $p<0.01$). As expected, post-hoc $t$-tests with Bonferroni correction indicated that participants were significantly slower to respond to alcohol words compared to neutral and negative emotion words at positions 1–4 and 6. The same analysis also indicated that participants were significantly slower to respond to negative emotion words compared to neutral words only at position 2 (Figure 1). These results show a fast effect for alcohol words and a slow effect for alcohol words that extend beyond position 2 onto the following positions. There was also a slow effect for negative emotion words at position 2. There was no significant three-way interaction between Group × Word type × Position ($F(12,119)=1.27, p=0.23$) and no significant two-way interaction between Group × Word type ($F(2,119)=1.15, p=0.32$).
Relationship between alcohol Stroop effect, emotional Stroop effect and alcohol consumption

Correlation analyses were conducted to identify any relationship between alcohol Stroop effect (RTs to alcohol words − RTs to neutral words), emotional Stroop effect (RTs to negative emotion − RTs to neutral words) and self-reported drinking levels as reported on the KAT. Also included in the analysis was participants’ age, as research with the classic Stroop task often shows age effects for Stroop scores (MacLeod, 1992). The difference scores for the alcohol and emotional Stroop effect were calculated across each position so that there were seven difference scores for alcohol and seven for negative emotion words.

For the participants’ average drinking levels to be analysed, the AAAI index from the KAT was converted to mean WUA for each participant. The clinical group on an average consumed more alcohol ($M = 66.5$) than the control group ($M = 12.62$). Standard deviations for both clinical ($SD = 13.59$) and control groups ($SD = 18.70$) indicated a wide range of drinking levels between participants for both groups, but particularly for clinical participants.

As the ANOVA of median RT data revealed no differences according to group, correlations were calculated across the two groups for all participants (Table 2). There was a significant positive correlation between mean WUA and RTs to alcohol words at position 2 ($r(119) = 0.26$, $p < 0.005$), demonstrating that participants’ consumption of alcohol increased with their interference score for alcohol words at Position 2. This suggests that AB for alcohol words (the alcohol Stroop effect) in the slow process increased with alcohol consumption across the two groups.

Discussion of experiment 1

This study investigated alcohol and negative emotional AB across the fast/slow processes in a group of 62 alcoholics receiving treatment at a community alcohol service and a group of 59 social drinking controls. The relationship of these factors to alcohol consumption was also explored. Contrary to expectations, an alcohol Stroop effect in the fast and slow processes was found in both clinical and control groups.

Numerous types of priming effects prior to testing have been observed to influence alcohol AB in research participants (Cox et al., 1999; Jones & Schulze, 2000; Rose & Duka, 2008; Stewart, Hall, Wilkie, & Birch, 2002), and these effects can be sensitive to context (Cox, Brown, & Rowlands, 2003). Furthermore, alcohol-based expectancies (i.e. the degree to which participants are expecting to be presented with alcohol cues) has been associated with alcohol Stroop interference (Field et al., 2007; Rofey, Corcoran, & Kavanagh, 2006). In experiment 1, as part of the NHS ethics panel requirements, participants were specifically told that they would be presented with alcohol words. This would have raised expectancy salience and may have inadvertently primed participants to respond to alcohol cues. This could be responsible for the similar pattern of responses for both PDT and control groups. This hypothesis required further investigation, so another experiment was designed in order to test this prediction.

Experiment 2

Hypothesising that the lack of between group differences may be due to unintentional priming effects from the experimental procedure, a second study was conducted with a second, and unprimed, control group. Another clinical group was not included due to ethical concerns around blinding problem drinkers to the study intention (and thereby potentially triggering alcohol-related representations). Based on the results from experiment 1, the main hypothesis for experiment 2 was that priming gives rise to the AB effect in the fast process, which can then be tested for via the interaction and post-hoc analysis.

Methods

An identical design and procedure to experiment 1 was employed using exactly the same instructions and materials. However, the only difference was that the main study
intention was masked, and participants were not told to expect alcohol stimuli; instead they were told that the researchers’ were investigating attention and distraction.

Participants

Sixty participants for the unprimed control group were recruited through students at a large local university through the psychology department’s online university-wide research participation scheme and from other sources. However, only data from 40 participants were eventually used in the analysis. This additional data was compared with the primed control group from experiment 1. Demographic characteristics from both the unprimed control group from experiment 2 and the primed control group from experiment are presented in Table 3.

The drinking levels of this unprimed group, as measured by WUA, were slightly higher ($M = 16.11, SD = 15.77$) than the control group from experiment 1 ($M = 12.62, SD = 18.70$). An independent samples $t$-test indicated that this difference was not significant ($p = 0.551$). The mean age of the primed control group were older ($M = 43.20, SD = 14.05$) than the unprimed control group ($M = 32.93, SD = 16.19$), but an independent samples $t$-test indicated this difference was not significant ($p = 0.111$). The ethnicity and educational background of the unprimed control group varied somewhat from the primed control group; a Pearson’s Chi-Square test indicated this difference was not significant for ethnicity ($p = 0.015$) but significant for education ($p = 0.001$). Finally, although there were a slightly higher proportion of male participants in the primed group compared with the unprimed group (53.3% compared to 45%), a Pearson’s Chi-Square test indicated this difference was not significant ($p = 0.414$).

Results

Data were analysed from 40 participants in the unprimed group, as 20 participants’ data was corrupted due to computer failure. As before, median correct RTs to naming the colour of alcohol, negative emotion and neutral words were used to control for outliers and were entered into a $2 \times 3 \times 7$ ANOVA with Group (primed control and unprimed control) as the between-participants factor and Word type (alcohol, negative emotion and neutral) and Position (1–7) as within-participants factors. The analysis showed a main effect of Word type ($F(2,194) = 3.016, p = 0.05$) and an interaction between Word type and Group ($F(2,194) = 3.022, p = 0.05$) (Figure 3).

Post-hoc analysis showed a simple main effect of word type (i.e. an alcohol AB) for the primed group ($F(2,194) = 7.751, p < 0.01$) but not the unprimed group ($F(2,78) = 0.018, p = 0.982$). This suggests that the alcohol Stroop effect was not present when priming was removed. The three-way interaction between Group, Word type and Position was not significant ($F(12,1164) = 0.695, p = 0.757$) (Figure 4).

Summary statistics (median RTs and standard error) for all three groups are presented in Table 4.

Discussion of experiment 2

As expected, social drinking participants who were given exactly the same experimental instructions and procedure as
participants in experiment 1 (except they were not told to expect alcohol words) did not demonstrate slower RTs to alcohol, compared with neutral words (i.e. alcohol AB). This finding was in contrast to the social drinking control participants from experiment 1 who were told to expect alcohol words and demonstrated an alcohol AB. The implications of this result, including all the results from both experiments, are discussed in more detail in the General Discussion, below.

**General discussion**

This article reports two experiments that investigated alcohol and negative emotional AB across the fast/slow processes in a group of PDT at a community alcohol service, along with primed and unprimed control participants. The relationship of these factors to drinking behaviour was also explored.

**Alcohol AB in the fast process and priming effects**

In experiment 1, both groups showed significantly longer RTs to alcohol-related words compared to neutral words at position 1. An alcohol AB was thus observed for all participants in the fast process irrespective of drinking status, with alcohol-related stimuli in the form of alcohol words appearing to “grab” the participants’ attention immediately at time of stimulus presentation. Considering this further, it was hypothesised that the fast effect for alcohol words observed in experiment 1 may have been reflecting unintentional priming effects from the experimental procedure. In other words, participants were told to expect alcohol words and so were primed to respond quicker to alcohol-related words, based on their expectancy of seeing this type of word meaning in the stimulus set. The results from experiment 2 supported this hypothesis, as the alcohol Stroop effect was not present in the unprimed control group and represents an interesting finding regarding AB research in general.

If this result is genuinely the result of priming, it supports other studies that evaluated the influence of priming, expectancies and context on alcohol AB (Cox et al., 1999, 2003; Jones & Schulze, 2000; Roley et al., 2006; Rose & Duka, 2008; Stewart et al., 2002). Similar to studies on contextual priming in experimental research, a systematic review of 80 articles, conducted by Monk and Heim (2013), found evidence that broader contextual influences, including demographic factors such age and gender, may also influence variations in research studies on alcohol use. Whilst it is very difficult to eliminate all environmental influences in experimental psychological research, the results from this study provide further evidence for the need for future studies to ensure that such factors are adequately controlled for, both in the design and the experimental procedure. In addition, further research is needed to establish the frequency of these effects in AB research, as the finding suggests that some AB effects may be the product of a methodological artefact. Future studies will need to consider the presence of these effects and ensure that they are not induced unintentionally through the experimental procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Position of word</th>
<th>Word category – means (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primed control</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>891.65 (24.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>914.78 (25.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>895.79 (23.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>878.42 (24.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>883.44 (25.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>883.53 (23.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>883.38 (24.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprimed control</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>894.26 (25.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>904.08 (25.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>873.93 (23.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>898.15 (26.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>882.26 (25.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>889.04 (26.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>866.06 (23.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000.19 (23.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1011.49 (24.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>980.09 (23.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>991.77 (24.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>981.65 (24.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>984.78 (23.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>989.23 (23.78)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alcohol AB in the slow process

In addition to fast effects, participants showed significantly longer RTs to neutral words that immediately followed the alcohol words. This result suggests that an alcohol AB was observed for both groups in the slow process, with the interference effect appearing at the position immediately following the target stimulus and continuing across subsequent positions. These carry-over effects have been observed with smokers (Cane et al., 2009; Waters, Shiffman, et al., 2003), marijuana users (Cane et al., 2009; Sharma & Money, 2010) and cocaine users (Sharma & Money, 2010); but according to the author’s knowledge, this is the first time such effects have been observed with alcohol users. This thus represents a novel finding in alcohol AB research.

Although this result partly supports previous research findings in which higher levels of drinking were positively correlated with greater Stroop interference (Bruce & Jones, 2004; Ryan, 2002), the finding that the slow process is associated with increased alcohol consumption but the fast process is not, is a novel finding that demands further comment. Whilst the exact nature of the slow process is unclear, it could be that these processes reflect “top-down” rumination-based processes that interfere with “bottom-up” information processing (Wyble, Sharma, & Bowman, 2008). Speculating further, the slow process could represent priming effects or more stable, enduring alcohol-related rumination processes. In this way, slow processes in AB research may provide a better indication of the participants’ alcohol-related AB than the fast process. The latter point is further reinforced by the finding of a positive relationship between participants’ interference scores for neutral words at position 2 following the alcohol words (i.e. the slow process) with WUA as recorded by the KAT.

Negative emotion in the fast/slow processes

In addition to the fast/slow effects observed with alcohol, both groups showed significantly longer RTs to negative emotion words compared with neutral words at position 2. An emotional Stroop effect for negative words was therefore present in the slow process. The effect was observed at position 2 and did not continue past position 2 onto following trials. Previous research using the emotional Stroop test has found similar results (Phaf & Kan, 2007; Sharma & McKenna, 2001). The results need to be interpreted with caution, as the effect was only observed at one serial position. However, it is worth noting that Zetteler, Stollery, Weinstein, and Lingford-Hughes (2006) found that the strength of alcohol-related interference directly correlated with self-reported anxiety levels, whilst Cane et al. (2009) demonstrated that self-reported negative emotional states in smokers correlated with emotional Stroop effects for negative words in both fast and slow processes. More research is therefore needed to investigate this link further.

Limitations of study

The limitations of this study need to be acknowledged. Testing took place in a variety of locations including NHS treatment clinics, university premises and participant homes and so certain contextual and environmental cues could not be eliminated from the experimental procedure. Whilst this was a pragmatic choice based on inclusion reasons, future studies may need to provide greater standardisation across testing format in order to provide greater control for contextual influences (e.g. Monk & Heim, 2013).

Ethical procedures did not allow for the testing of an unprimed clinical group in experiment 2, which would have allowed an examination of whether between-group differences were observed in the “unprimed” experiment, as well as how this affected fast/slow processes. Of course, the overall study would have been stronger if clinical and control participants were both assessed in experiment 2 as well as in experiment 1. This omission remains a significant limitation of this study. However, testing for priming effects in PDT participants may provide an important avenue for future research in alcohol AB research.

In addition, uranalysis was not conducted at the time of testing and data regarding prescription medications or illicit drug use were not collected. Furthermore, the period of abstinence from alcohol was not recorded. Missing data from experiment 2 meant that numbers for both primed and unprimed groups were slightly uneven. In addition, interpretation of the findings relating to negative emotion remains speculative as an effect for negative emotion was only found at one serial position and self-reported mood levels were not collected. Future studies in AB for addition would benefit from collecting such information (Donovan & Marllatt, 2007) as well as measuring mood levels via standardised questionnaires (Cane et al., 2009).

Finally, methods of self-report are notoriously unreliable in addictions research (Donovan & Marlatt, 2007), particularly with measures such as the KAT, which asks participants to report drinking levels retrospectively. Therefore, results concerning self-reported drinking levels need to be interpreted with some caution. However, the KAT is a well-validated measurement tool in alcohol research (e.g. Khavari & Farber, 1978; Loethen & Khavari, 1990) and has been used in similar studies to record drinking levels (e.g. Cox, Blount, & Rozak, 2000; Cox et al., 2002, 2003, etc.).

Despite these limitations, however, the study provided novel findings in alcohol AB and point towards some interesting lines of inquiry for future research. These directions could include examining the role of alcohol AB in the fast and slow processes in terms of predicting treatment response and the role of priming effects in clinical and control participants. Future studies would also benefit from a greater consideration of the role of contextual factors and study methodology in terms of influencing effects.
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